Large Oil Company Bolts From ALEC
by Dustin Volz and Clare Foran
Sept. 29, 2014 – A large oil and natural-gas company is parting ways with the American Legislative Exchange Council.  Occidental Petroleum sent a letter Friday to an investment-management company indicating its intention to sever ties with ALEC, a conservative coalition of state legislators and major corporations that actively opposes environmental regulations.
"There are no plans to continue Occidental's membership in, or make further payments to, ALEC," the company said in a letter to Walden Asset Management obtained by National Journal.  Occidental declined to comment on the letter.
In a statement, ALEC attempted to downplay the departure.  "Private-sector members join or fund organizations for a variety of reasons," a spokesman said.  "It is incorrect to assume that a company left ALEC as a result of the current misinformation campaign rather than for myriad other reasons including, but not limited to, changing government-relations strategies or having achieved their goal."
But Occidental's letter notes a concern that it could be "presumed to share the positions" on global warming and regulations to limit air pollution from the nation's fleet of power plants held by organizations of which the company is a member, such as the Chamber of Commerce and the American Petroleum Institute, the largest trade association for the oil and gas industry.  "We do not support all of the positions taken by organizations to which we belong," Occidental's associate general counsel, Linda Peterson, wrote.
Occidental's departure from ALEC comes after several large tech companies left the organization earlier this month.  Google, Yahoo, and Yelp publicly announced they have already or are currently divorcing themselves from the coalition.  Facebook also stated it was "not likely" to renew its membership with the organization in 2015.
Last week, Google Chairman Eric Schmidt started the mass exodus by condemning ALEC for "just literally lying" about climate change.  "We funded them as part of a political [campaign] of something unrelated," Schmidt told NPR.  "I think the consensus within the company was that that was some sort of mistake, and so we're trying to not do that in the future."
Occidental is one of the largest U.S.-based international oil and gas exploration and production companies.  The company has operations in the U.S., the Middle East, and South America.  It is the largest natural-gas producer in California and the largest oil producer in the Permian Basin, a major oil- and gas-producing region that spans parts of Texas and New Mexico.
The company also has a track record of supporting conservative candidates.  In the current election cycle, 93% of all spending to back federal candidates from Occidental Petroleum's PAC has gone to Republicans.  That adds up to a total of approximately $255,750, according to the Center for Responsive Politics.  Occidental's PAC has backed Republicans over Democrats by wide margins in federal elections stretching back nearly 2 decades to 1996.
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